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Abstract:
More and more software systems are susceptible to be used in different contexts. Specific user interfaces are thus developed to take into account the execution platform, the environment and the user. The multiplication of user interfaces increases the testing task, although the core application remains the same. In this article, we explore a solution to automate testing in presence of multiple user interfaces designed for the same application (e.g. web-based, mobile, …). It consists of expressing abstract test scenarios in a high-level language, and then to apply concretization rules specific to each UI version to generate executable tests.

1. Introduction

With the rise of mobile devices such as notebooks, smartphones and tablets, software systems are susceptible to be used everywhere and in different contexts. A context of use involves three factors: the platform (i.e. the type of device), the environment (e.g. the level of brightness) and the user (e.g. with different levels of expertise) [1]. These factors affect the interaction between the user and the system. That is why different User Interfaces (UI) can be proposed in order to fit the user’s needs. Systems with adaptable UIs are built to dynamically propose the relevant UI with respect to their interpretation of the contextual situation. In these conditions, developing a set of relevant UIs can become as complex as developing the core of the system [2].

This article is concerned with the problem of asserting quality while developing different UIs in parallel for the same system (e.g., in order to propose adaptable UIs). Quality is achieved during the development and often evaluated by testing [2, 3, 4]. Testing becomes more and more expensive and automation can be a key to reduce this cost. Creation and maintenance of test scripts have to be taken into account to make test automation cost-effective [4].
To be cost effective, our proposition is to factorize the testing process as much as possible. Our starting point is a set of different UIs for the same system. We aim at automatically generating executable test scripts for each UI from a single description. To do that, we express test scenarios in an abstract way, and concretizing them for each UI version using specific translation rules. We think that this approach has several advantages. An abstract test scenario is easier to write and maintain than different executable test scripts. It is also easier to make evolve a set of test scripts.

This paper is structured as follows. First, the related work is presented. Then, we introduce an illustrative example, using three web-based UIs and one mobile UI. Next, we detail the approach. The last section concludes and draws some perspectives.

2. Related Work

Our work concerns the problem of automating validation of multiple UI for the same application that are developed to fit different contexts of use. Executable test scripts are specific to each UI since they have to match the widget and navigation specificities of each version. Our solution aims at factorizing the effort of testing required for the different versions. In this section, we explore some approaches that have been proposed to automate UI testing with factorization point of view.

UI test scripts can be manually written and then automatically executed in some testing tools such as Abbot tool\(^1\) or Selenium WebDriver\(^2\). The oracle is implemented as assertions in the code of the scripts. The automation relies mainly on the execution part. Writing scripts is a laborious task. To ease it, “capture and replay” tools can be used to record user’s interactions with the UI. The recorded interactions can then be replayed. Many tools propose this feature, both for web-based or mobile application testing [5]. Oracle can rely on visual inspection during re-execution of the captured scenarios, image comparison or manual added assertions [6, 7]. Direct scripting and capture and replay approaches provide no direct factorization possibilities for test generation. Each interface has to be analyzed separately.

Model-based approaches have also been proposed to automate test generation for UIs [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. They offer more

\(^1\) http://abbot.sourceforge.net/
\(^2\) http://www.seleniumhq.org/
possibilities of factorization, especially when the model is built manually during the development process. But such a construction is quite difficult to carry out since it may require a high-level expertise [13]. Moreover, it is often difficult to maintain the equivalence of a model and the implementation during the application evolutions.

To deal with this problem, different authors propose to extract automatically the model from the existing interfaces [8, 9, 10, 12]. This type of approach is less adapted to our needs, since each interface has to be analyzed separately. However, being able to extract a specific model from each interface can then allow checking automatically the equivalence of interfaces [17].

When tests are generated from an abstract model, mapping from the model to the code has to be expressed in order to produce executable tests [14]. In [11], authors use a keyword machine to transform abstract test cases into executable ones.

No related work directly addresses the problem of generating executable test scripts for each UI version from a single description. However the idea of transforming abstract test cases into executable ones can be of interest to factorize. In this article, our high-level scenarios that are common to all interfaces were produced manually. But a model-based approach to generate them should be possible if a model is available. The next section describes small example of application.

3. Illustrative example

The illustrative example used in this work is a prototype for a smart home energy management system. It allows users to control and monitor the energy consumption in a home from different devices.

We have developed four UIs for this system: a mobile application for Android (named “mobile”), a web interface for desktop browser (named “web0”), and two web interfaces for mobile browsers (one with a menu page named “web1”, the other with a menu bar, named “web2”). The web-based versions are implemented in HTML5, JavaScript and JQuery. The mobile version is developed in Java 1.8. All versions have the same features. The differences between the different web versions are of two sorts. First widgets are different. Second navigation among pages is different.
In this paper, we focus on three features.

- **Goal**: the user can check information about the general energy consumption per month. He can access the goal and actual consumption in kWh for the chosen month (Fig. 1 and 2).

- **Filter**: the user has access to a list of all the objects in the house, having the possibility to filter them per room. An object means any component that can be controlled and whose energy consumption can be registered, such as lights and electronic devices (Fig. 1 and 2).

- **Comparator**: the user can choose two objects and compare, side by side, their energy consumption charts (Fig. 3).

Test scripts for web versions are executed in Selenium [20], a tool following a capture and playback approach for web-based application. The Selendroid framework completes the Selenium environment for the mobile version³.

³ http://selendroid.io/
4. Approach

4.1 Principles

As said previously, the four UI versions share the same features but have different widgets and navigation paths. For this reason, to test them, it is necessary to write four specific executable test script sets. To avoid this tedious work, we propose the approach illustrated Fig. 4.

Abstract test “scenarios” are expressed in a high-level language. These scenarios are common to all the UI versions. A scenario is composed of a sequence of abstract instructions. A set of translation rules is used to transform the abstract test scenario into executable test scripts. The rules explicitly associate executable code to abstract descriptions. The translation rules are specific to each interface and defined manually. A translation rule simply rewrite an abstract instruction into an executable one, taking into account the implementation specificities. Translation rules can be the same for different UIs if they share the same widgets. A tool is used to translate the abstract scenario into executable test scripts.

![Figure 4: our approach to test script generation](image)

4.2 Principles put into Practice

To express the high level scenarios, we use an existing language called TSLT (Test Schema Language for Tobias [18]). It is a textual language that contains several types of constructs allowing the definition of complex system scenarios. It is used as input of a testing tool called Tobias [18], which is responsible of the translation into the executable scripts.

Tobias is a test generator based on combinatorial testing. Combinatorial testing performs combinations of selected input parameter values for given operations and given states. Tobias adapts this principle to the generation of operation call sequences. It allows exploring system-
atically a large set of behavior sequences from a single abstract description, called scenario. An on-line version of Tobias is available at http://tobias.liglab.fr/

In our use of Tobias for UI testing, we start by expressing the abstract scenarios. Then we identify the executable code corresponding to each abstract instruction. This correspondence is expressed by a translation rule in TSLT. For the moment, this is carried out manually.

For instance, Listing 1 shows an abstract scenario in TSLT, designed to check that the displayed values are the expected ones for each goal. It consists of a sequence of three abstract instructions that allows to (1) navigate to the appropriate view (@goToGoal), (2) choose a month (@selectMonth) and (3) check that the displayed value is the expected one (@verifyValues).

Instruction "Integer month = [1-3]" indicates to Tobias to repeat the sequence for the first three months (combinatorial approach). Listings 2 to 5 show the four specific translations rules for "@goToGoal" abstract instruction.

```
 group testMonthValue[us=true] {  
   Integer month = [1-3];  
   @goToGoal;  
   @selectMonth;  
   @verifyValues;  
 }

Listing 1: Abstract scenario of the Goal test case
```

```
 group goToGoal[us=false] {  
   // does nothing  
 }

Listing 2: Translation rule of @goToGoal for Mobile
```

```
 group goToGoal[us=false] {  
   driver.get(siteAddress);  
 }

Listing 3: Translation rule of @goToGoal for Web0
```

```
 group goToGoal[us=false] {  
   driver.get(siteAddress);  
   WebElement goalButton =  
   driver.findElement(By.xpath("/html/body/div/section/ul/li[1]/div/a"));  
   goalButton.click();  
 }

Listing 4: Translation rule of @goToGoal for Web1
```
group goToGoal[us=false] {
    WebElement goalButton = driver.findElement(By.id("menu_goal"));
goalButton.click();
}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Mobile</th>
<th>Web0</th>
<th>Web1</th>
<th>Web2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Test scripts</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstract scenario</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Test scripts</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstract scenario</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Test scripts</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Translation rules are quite simple. They consist in associating executable code to abstract instruction. For our example, the executable code corresponds to 0 up to 25 lines of code, for a total of 189 lines of code (see Table 2). Variation implementation details are thus expressed in a very concise way and localized. It becomes easy to make them evolve.

### 4.3 Discussion and Analysis

Our focus is to show the feasibility to express test scenarios for multiple UI versions of the same application, and to measure the effect of the factorization. The factorization effect can be evaluated through the difference of size between abstract and executable tests (Table 1). The factorization contribution is clearly visible. With Tobias, it is easy to increase artificially this difference, by playing on the combinatorial feature of the tool. But we deliberately limit the combinatorial exploration (e.g. we check only three months, instead of the twelve).

TSLT language does not allow expressing directly loops, return statements, exception handling nor proper functions in the translation rules. This constraint has for origin to guaranty that the combinatorial engine of Tobias will always succeed in the process of translating abstract scenarios into executable tests. Here, those constructions are necessary to express oracle condition and for scrolling handling navigation on the mobile version. The limitation has been bypassed during the experiment by separating code of the loops in a different file. To be
able to express all the translation rules in TSLT, the language has to be extended. This does not affect the relevance of the approach.

As it can be seen on Table 2, some translation rules correspond to zero line of code. The reason is that there is no corresponding instruction within Selenium/Selendroid (e.g. it is not possible to check that an image is the one which is expected). This is directly linked to the testing framework expression power. It is independent of the approach.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

We are concerned by the validation of several UIs provided for the same application for different contexts. Our motivation is to prepare the validation of adaptive applications, where tests have to be chosen with respect to the context. To do that, we would like to be able to automate test in a cost effective way.

The work described here is a first step toward this goal and should be considered as a feasibility study. Abstract scenarios and translation rules were both expressed in an existing language called TSLT, associated to a testing tool called Tobias. It is a combinatorial tool which aims at unfolding scenarios to explore all combinations that are defined by the scenario. It was not originally designed for UI testing but for JUnit test script generation. That was the main reason why it was chosen. The fact that the translation of abstract scenario into executable scripts can be done in a combinatorial way is an advantage since it helps in the process of factorizing code (and thus being cost effective).

Even if our illustrative example is simple, the different versions were built to explore a variety of widgets. Different navigation paths were also considered. This helps us to be confident in the fact that the factorization can be generalized. Moreover, translating abstract scenarios into executable ones can also be carried out for other testing framework than JUnit, since Tobias is designed to fit other testing frameworks. However, the example shows that the TSLT language is not fully appropriate as it is designed now (see. Sect. 4)

The example also shows that the approach can decrease the work of creating and maintaining testing suites. The size of the abstract scenarios with the translating rules is much smaller than the size of the final test scripts, which share a lot of identical code. Writing them is not simpler, but definitively shorter.
Our perspectives are to consolidate the work by exploring larger examples, other versions of interfaces and testing frameworks. This will help us to evaluate more precisely the amount of manual effort required with respect to the automated one and the approach genericity. Once this step is achieved, we will explore the possibility to associate translation rules to a context definition, and then to provide a framework that is able to generate tests during the execution, to fit the current execution context. The final step will be to generate automatically the abstract tests from a model, like those proposed in the Cameleon framework [19] and/or to produce automatically the translation rules such as in TESTAR [10].
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